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Synopsis
Annick, Jean-Jacques and Philippe live in Brittany, in the Vosges and in Burgundy.
Annick, Jean-Jacques and Philippe are also Diannan, Ioan and Gwinver Druids, NeoDruids. They guide us through magnificent natural sites and initiate us to their singular
spiritual and philosophical worlds. Are they ecologists, poets, slightly mad or just walking
their own paths? Everyone will find an answer with this documentary at the gates of
shamanism, between imagination and reality. A sensitive film close to the protagonists’
feelings.
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Director's Note
This film is the result of a long friendship between Denis Becker, co-author of the documentary, and
Jean-Jacques, the Vosges Druid. They had been friends for almost ten years before Jean-Jacques
confessed to his friend that he was also Ioan, a Druid, a Neo-Druid. Ioan opened up his Druidic
network; that is how Denis met Dianann then Gwinver and many others. A film project was born.
A few years later I joined the team to make the film; for that I needed to appropriate the project, make
it mine. I met the Druids, attended ceremonies, and we exchanged a lot. I suggested to Denis to
reduce the number of speakers so as to present a portrait of three of them: Dianann, Ioan and
Gwinver.
The protagonists agreed to retrace their quests to testify about who they are, or rather, who they have
become. The theme of the personal journey has always been very present in my films; here it is very
visual.
Neo-Druids seek by connecting with nature, by making links with the divine. For this they go to natural
sites, full of history or particularly active at the telluric level, they are often beautiful places. I asked
Dianann, Ioan and Gwninver to take me to these natural sites that highlight for each of them a facet of
their personality and a step in their individual quest. This documentary, in the midst of stunning
landscapes, is thus an epic journey where, little by little, the characters reveal themselves in the
depths of a cinematic puzzle that is as captivating as a trance.
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Organise a projection of "Druids neo"
You are an association, a school, an institution, a company, or an individual, and you would like to
organise a screening, please contact us.
Useful information

- The film is available in diﬀerent formats: DVD, Blu ray, file 422 process hq and DCP, and V.O.D.
- Posters and flyers are available.
- Please send your request to "Les films du tilleul”.
Contacts
Les films du tilleul
Nourrue N°6
71460 Saint Gengoux le National
lesfilmsdutilleul@orange.fr
www.lesfilmsdutilleul.com
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